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Regulatory Assistance Regulatory Assistance 
Project

RAP i   fit i ti  f d RAP is a non-profit organization, formed 
in 1992, that provides workshops and 
education assistance to state government education assistance to state government 
officials on electric utility regulation. RAP 
is funded by, among others, the Energy 
F d ti  US EPA & US DOEFoundation, US EPA & US DOE.



RAP Mission
i i d f i lRAP is committed to fostering regulatory 

policies for the electric industry that 
encourage economic efficiency  protect encourage economic efficiency, protect 
environmental quality, ensure system 
reliability, and allocate system benefits reliability, and allocate system benefits 
fairly to all customers.



Topics to be covered
Caveats and Context
Carbon, the Economy, and a 
M t hMetaphor
Mechanics: Cap-and-Trade
Genesis of RGGI: State CooperationGenesis of RGGI: State Cooperation
Mechanics:  This Cap-and-Trade
A Legal ChallengeA Legal Challenge
Evaluation: Pros and Cons
Conclusions
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Caveat re:  Context
Carbon and the Economy.  This is no small task.
Elec. industry: > 40% of US carbon emissions
Cap-and-Trade is not the point; we need to learn 
Carbon Management, this includes:

Efficiency
Rediscover IRP (utility planning)
Ne  lo carbon capacit  (CCS  all reso rces for ardNew low-carbon capacity (CCS, all-resources forward-
capacity mkt, RPS, feed-in tariffs, etc.)
A new business model for utilities (decoupling, 
performance-based regulation, customer-owned DG, 

)etc.)
Etc.
But …  cap-and-trade is a very important tool in the 
tool box
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tool box.



Context: Power sector is 40% 
of CO2

Sources of U.S. Energy Related CO 2 Emissions: 2004

Transportation
33.1%

Electricity Generation 
from Coal

33 8%33.8%

Industrial

Other Electricity 
Generation

7.0%

15.4%
Residential

6.6%

Commercial
4.0%

Source: EPA 2006



Climate and the 
Economy:  Consider this y

Metaphor



“Turning the economy 
around is like turning an around is like turning an 
aircraft carrier around.”



Climate and the Economy 
contcont.

Bow-thruster
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Climate and the Economy 
cont  cont. 

Bow-Thruster



Climate and the Economy cont.
Extend the Metaphor:

if economy = aircraft carrier  then if economy = aircraft carrier, then 
cap-and-trade = bow thruster.



Mechanics: How Does 
cap-and-trade 

promote the transition?promote the transition?
C&T does two complementary things:

It imposes costs on emissions, and

Creates value in emissions 
reductions  reductions. 



Mechanics: Getting 
Electric Sector 

Emissions Reductions

Power-sector CO2 emissions can be 
significantly reduced in three ways:g y y
– Reducing consumption; 
– Re-dispatching the existing fleet; andRe dispatching the existing fleet; and
– Lowering the emissions profile of new 

generation (including repowering g ( g p g
existing generation).



Genesis of RGGI: State 
Cooperation



Genesis: Other State and 
Regional Power Sector Carbon g

Initiatives
Midwestern 
GHG Accord
6 states & 1 province

RGGI -
now 10 
states

California & 
Oregon

states

Together, their carbon 
fil d t ti

Western Climate Initiative –
6 states & 2 provinces

profiles exceed most nations. 



RGGI Timeline

• Sept. 2003: PUC and 
Environmental Staff from 9 
northeastern states meet in NYC

• Dec. 2005: MOU signed by 7 Dec. 2005: MOU signed by 7 
states

• Mar. 2006: Draft model rule 
released to stakeholders and 
public for commentpublic for comment

• Aug. 2006: Staff Issue Model Rule
• Feb. 2007: MA and RI sign MOU
• April 2007: Maryland signs MOU
• Sept. 2006 - December 2008: 

Parallel State Program 
implementation processes

• First Auction September 2008p
• Auction  #3 was two weeks ago



RGGI, General ,
Description

The RGGI region: ten states, 
stretching from Maine to Delaware.
The RGGI Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) sets out the 
essential elements of a proposed essential elements of a proposed 
model rule, adopted by each 
participating state.  participating state.  
Rulemakings completed across the 
region, implementation in 2009.g , p



Observations on the Process

Staff Working Group 
A  H d  GAgency Heads Governors

Unprecedented collaboration between
energy & environmental agenciesenergy & environmental agencies
Expert input from ISOs, environmental & 
energy research organizationsgy g
Extensive stakeholder input (two-plus 
year regional process)
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RGGI, Precedent ,
Setting

First carbon cap-and-trade program in U.S.
Unprecedented collaboration between energy & 
environmental agencies in program designenvironmental agencies in program design
RGGI region is a diverse microcosm of various 
generation resources and regulatory models 
New approach to program design–states 
auction allowances and use of revenue to 
reduce electricity demand and moderate 
allowance prices
General design approach instructive for other 
programs because program incentives are p g p g
focused upon both the emissions source and 
end-user



M h i  H  d  thi C&T k?Mechanics: How does this C&T work?
Auction and the Consumer Allocation

One of the key achievements: the creation of a formal consumer allocation 
of carbon credits (also referred to as “efficiency allocation”), auction rather 
than freely allocate all credits to generators on the basis of historic 
emissions.

Significant departure from previous cap-and-trade regimes (e.g., Acid 
Rain).

States agreed in MOU to allocated 25% of allowances for consumer benefit 
and to leave 75% for discretionary activities   However  in practice  states and to leave 75% for discretionary activities.  However, in practice, states 
have directed a much larger amount of allowance value to efficiency and 
clean energy.

Depending on how states implement this objective and the market price of 
ll  it ld b t ti ll  d  i t t  i   allowances, it could substantially advance investments in energy 

efficiency and clean energy in the RGGI region.



Mechanics cont. 
And What happens if we double 

efficiency spending in the RGGI States?

i d li f f dExtensive modeling* for RGGI found:
Carbon credit prices drop 25%
Need for new fossil capacity drops 33%
Customer bills drop 5%(Industrial) to 
12%(R id ti l)12%(Residential)
And – even greater EE investments 
(quite attainable) would yield greater (quite attainable) would yield greater 
savings

*IPM model runs by ICF Consulting using EE portfolios developed by ACEEE



Mechanics cont. 
Many Efficiency Resources

are  low-cost



Mechanics cont. 
Efficiency programs can save 7x more 

b $ h bcarbon per $ than carbon taxes.
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Annual CO2 Emissions Saved by: Increasing Rates 3%; and Increasing Rates 3% to Fund Energy 
Efficiency (Ohio Example)
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Cumulative CO2
emissions avoided 
from raising rates 3%, 
2006-2026: 209 
million tons

Assumptions: Electricity use increases by 1.7% per year; Retail electric sales increase by 3%; Price elasticity is -0.25 (-0.75 for a 3% 
increase), distributed over 5 years; Carbon dioxide emissions are 0.915 tons per MWh in Ohio; Cost of EE is 3 cents per kWh; 
Average EE measure life is 12 years



Mechanics cont. 
RGGI Auction Revenues

RGGI 
Auctions

Cl i P i

9/25/08
6 states

$3 07/t

12/17/08
10 States

$3 38/t

3/18/09
10 States

$3 51/t

Total Revenue

Clearing Price $3.07/ton $3.38/ton $3.51/ton

TOTAL $38, 575,766 $106,489,935 $117,248,630 $262,314,331

Based on RGGI Allowance Allocations and Use of Auction Proceeds, 
Environment NortheastEnvironment Northeast 



Mechanics cont. 
State Allocation of Allowance State Allocation of Allowance 

Revenues

Revenues Energy Efficiency
Funding

Energy Efficiency
Allocation

Auction I $38, 575,766 $18, 872, 220 49%

Auction II $106 489 935 $76 442 433 72%Auction II $106,489,935 $76,442,433 72%

Auction III $117,248,630 $90,059,036 76.8%

Total to Date $262,314,331 $185,373,689 71%

Based on RGGI Allowance Allocations and Use of Auction Proceeds, 
Environment Northeast 



What States Are Doing with RGGI What States Are Doing with RGGI 
Revenues

Most states have devoted significant auction revenues to clean energy 
programs. Numbers below (allowances auctioned and $ allocated) are 
approximations.

NJ: (Auctioning 99%)
$ (Appox 55% EE/RE and carbon abatement; 18% low-income 
programs; 10% local govt  EE programs; 10% forest and programs; 10% local govt. EE programs; 10% forest and 
wetland programs)

MD: (Auctioning appox 85%) 
$$ (Appox 45% EE, 17% low income elec. assistance, and 10%  
clean energy education)

DE: (Auctioning 50%, 33 % to generators, and 17% retired to 
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DE: (Auctioning 50%, 33 % to generators, and 17% retired to 
reflect generation at a local refinery) 
$ (Appox 65% EE and RE, 10% weatherization, 10% GHG 
reduction projects)



What States Are Doing with RGGI What States Are Doing with RGGI 
Revenues (cont.)

ME: (Auctioning 88%) (10% CHP)(2% Vol. Clean Energy)
$ (Appox 85% EE; 15% fossil-fuel EE)

NH: (Auctioning min. 69%)  
$ (Appox 10% low-income EE, 90%)

VT: (Auctioning 99%) (1% Vol. Clean Energy)
$ (Appox 95% all fuels efficiency)
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What States Are Doing with RGGI What States Are Doing with RGGI 
Revenues (cont.)

MA: (Auctioning 98%)(Vol. Clean Energy .5%)(310 CMR Allowance Conversion)
$ (Appox 21% Elec/Nat. Gas EE, 14% low income boiler replacement, 35% Green 
Communities programs, 11% O% loans for EE, 18% EE skills and innovation)

CT (A ti i  77%) (1 5% V l  Cl  E )(3 5% t id  di t ib t d CT: (Auctioning appox 77%) (1.5% Vol. Clean Energy)(3.5% customer-side distributed 
generation)(5% Combined heat and power-CHP)(13% long-term power contracts)
$ (Appox 23% Clean Energy Fund, 69% EE)

RI: (Auctioning appox. 99%)(1% Vol. Clean Energy) ( g pp )( gy)
$ (57% utility-admin. EE, 38% state-admin. EE)

NY: (Auctioning appox 96%)(1.1%  Vol. Clean)(2.3% LT power contracts) 
$ (Appox 36% residential heating EE, 34% water & wastewater EE, 13% 
commercial and industrial EE  5% EE program evaluation  5% green workforce commercial and industrial EE, 5% EE program evaluation, 5% green workforce 
development.,  17% low income elec. assistance, and 10%  clean energy 
education)
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A Legal Challenge:A Legal Challenge:
Indeck v. NY

NY:  The Only RGGI State Program Developed Administratively.
– Co. argues NY is acting ultra vires, i.e.,  that it has no statutory authority to implement 

RGGI.
Indeck Corinth Plant is a, “Qualifying Facility” under PURPA, the Public Utility Regulatory , Q y g y , y g y
Policies Act.

– Co. argues: Imposition of RGGI results in additional costs (cost of allowances) interferng
with Indeck’s right to recover  already-established rates pursuant to state and federal 
law.

Federal Regulations (PURPA and FERC) preempt inconsistent state regulations. 
Other Arguments:

– NY is imposing an impermissible tax not authorized by state legislature.
– NY RGGI Program is arbitrary and capricious, i.e., using an auction rather than g y p g

another approach, and “in a manner which imposes costs unrelated to compliance and 
enforcement.” (Complaint at 20).

– RGGI MOU is an impermissible violation of the Compact Clause of the US Constitution. 
– Other Due Process and Equal Protection Rights (Implementation of RGGI regs. results 

in denial  of Indeck’s ability to recover the rates it has been afforded via PURPA and 
FERC regulations.



Observations
Criticisms include:
– Over-allocation, i.e., the is the cap set too high?
– Limited geographic scope -- leakageg g p p g
– Raises prices of electricity
– Doesn’t raise prices enough
– Disruptive of the economyDisruptive of the economy

Pros:
– Modest model for correct design of a future national program
– Links energy and environmental regulationLinks energy and environmental regulation
– Demonstrates that carbon regulation will not result in 

economic disaster
– Designed to promote new and cleaner resources that, over time, Designed to promote new and cleaner resources that, over time, 

will result in a different resource profile in the electric sector



Cap and trade conclusionsCap-and-trade conclusions

If designed to take advantage of its dual abilities --g g
a. to impose costs on emissions, and
b. to create value in emissions reductions --

cap-and-trade can be an effective tool in turning the p g
economy toward a less carbon-intensive future.

RGGI is an example of this: modest costs on emissions, p ,
creative use of allowance revenues.

Placed in context :  C&T, along with other tools in the tool 
b   EE  IRP/P f li  M  f  LSE   box  -- EE, IRP/Portfolio Management for LSEs, new 
capacity (CCS, and all-resource forward capacity market), 
new business model for electric service companies 
(decoupling, performance-based regulation, and customer-(decoupling, performance based regulation, and customer
owned DG)  -- can promote cleaner energy development 
and contribute to successful carbon management. 33


